In case of an EMERGENCY...

Call 9-1-1
If near a fire alarm handle, pull it

Grab an Emergency Response Guide if available (maroon and yellow) for detailed instructions

Exit calmly following the “EXIT” signs, use stairs – no elevators! & assist those in need

IMPORTANT REMINDERS
- Dial 911 to report the emergency
- Use STAIRS, do not use ELEVATORS!
- Assist those with special needs
- Go to Primary Assembly Point (if Primary is inaccessible, proceed to Secondary)
- Help floor wardens take roll
- Do not RE-ENTER building until instructed to do so!

ASSEMBLY POINTS

1 – Primary Assembly Point
Exit PSF building and make your way towards the east side of Bateman Physical Sciences H (north of Goldwater)

2 – Secondary Assembly Point
Exit PSF building and make your way to the northwest corner of Engineering Center G (intersection: Tyler Mall and Palm Walk)

- IMPORTANT REMINDERS
  - Dial 911 to report the emergency
  - Use STAIRS, do not use ELEVATORS!
  - Assist those with special needs
  - Go to Primary Assembly Point (if Primary is inaccessible, proceed to Secondary)
  - Help floor wardens take roll
  - Do not RE-ENTER building until instructed to do so!